Abstract-Unit testing plays a crucial role in object-oriented software quality assurance. Unfortunately, software testing is often conducted under severe pressure due to limited resources and tight time constraints. Therefore, testing efforts have to be focused, particularly on critical classes. As a consequence, testers do not usually cover all software classes. Prioritizing unit testing effort is a crucial task. We previously investigated a unit testing prioritization approach based on software information histories. We analyzed different attributes of ten open-source Java software systems tested using the JUnit framework. We used machine learning classifiers (Multivariate Logistic Regression and Naïve Bayes) to obtain, for each system, a set of classes to be tested. The obtained sets of candidate classes have been compared to the sets of classes for which JUnit test cases have been actually developed by testers. The cross system validation (CSV) technique results showed, among others, that the sets of candidate classes suggested by machine learning classifiers properly reflect the testers' selection. In this paper, we extend our previous work by investigating more classifiers and using leave one system out validation (LOSOV) technique. This LOSOV technique uses a combination of training datasets from different systems. The obtained results indicate that: (1) the new classifiers correctly suggest classes to be tested, and (2) tested classes are particularly well predicted in the case of large-size systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unit testing is one of the main phases of the testing process where each software unit is individually tested using dedicated unit test cases. In object-oriented (OO) software systems, units are software classes and testers usually write a dedicated unit test class for each software class they decided to test. The main goal is to early reveal faults in software classes. In the case of large-scale OO software systems, because of resource limitations and tight time constraints, the unit testing efforts are often focused. Testers usually select a limited set of software classes for which they write dedicated unit tests. Hence, it is important to target the most critical and fault-prone ones. However, the task is not obvious and requires a deep analysis of software. In this paper, we focus on how to automatically target suitable classes, candidates to unit testing. Our approach relies on classifiers algorithms trained on different unit tests information and source code metrics collected from different software systems.
A large number of OO metrics, related to different OO internal class attributes, have been proposed in literature [1, 2] . Some of these metrics have already been used in recent years to predict unit testability of classes in OO software systems [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The authors noticed that, for each of the analyzed systems, unit test cases have been developed only for a subset of classes. In our previous work [10] , we tried to understand and determine, using different source code attributes, which criteria have been considered during the classes' selection. We investigated, using Multivariate Logistic Regression (MLR) and Naive Bayesian (NB) classifiers, how to automate and improve the selection of classes on which unit testing effort has to be focussed using source code metrics. In the current study, we considered two more well-known classifiers (K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) and Random Forest (RF) algorithms). We also used the Cross System Validation (CSV) and the Leave One System Out Validation (LOSOV) techniques. The LOSOV technique allows, in particular, combining data from various systems as training datasets. The goal was to determine, firstly, the affinities that may exist between prediction dataset systems and training dataset systems according to their characteristics (such as size, type, category, etc.) and, secondly, to investigate to what extent the combined datasets could improve or degrade the learners' prediction levels.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some related works. Section 3 presents the OO software metrics we used in the study. Section 4 describes the data collection procedure. Section 5 presents the empirical study that we conducted. Section 6 focuses on the main threats to validity related to our empirical experimentations. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper, summarizes the contributions of this work and outlines several directions for future investigations.
II. RELATED WORK
Many researchers have proposed different tests prioritization techniques in the literature, particularly in the context of regression testing. The proposed techniques are based on various criteria such as fault detection, coverage rates, software history information, and risk analysis.
In fault detection based techniques, the main goal is to run test cases that target the most fault prone components. These techniques use different factors of fault exposure as proxies, which can be estimated in different ways from the software artifacts. These approaches have been proposed, among others, by Rothermel et al. [11] and Yu and Lau [12] . Results showed that these techniques improve the fault detection rates. DOI reference number: 1018293/SEKE2018-146
In coverage based techniques, the main goal is to run test suites that cover most modified software artefacts during regression testing. The authors [13] [14] [15] used Naïve Bayes, Genetic Algorithms and different levels of granularity to implement their prioritization approaches. Results showed that coverage based techniques also lead to fault detection rate improvement. Rothermel et al. [11] compared nine test case prioritization techniques based on random prioritization, coverage prioritization and fault detection prioritization. Obtained results provide insights into the trade-offs among various techniques for test cases prioritization.
The history based prioritization uses information from previous regression tests of the same software system and current modification information in order to prioritize the new given test suites. This makes the prioritization technique unsuitable for the first regression testing of software. Kim and Porter [16] used the historical execution data to prioritize test cases for regression tests, while Lin et al. [17] investigated the weight of used information between two versions of history based prioritization techniques. The different results indicated that the history based prioritization provides a better fault detection rate.
Carlson et al. [18] mixed history and coverage based techniques using a clustering based prioritization technique. They improved the effectiveness of test cases prioritization techniques. Elbaum et al. [19] analyzed the conditions under which techniques are relevant. The obtained results provide insights and conditions into which types of prioritization techniques are or are not appropriate under specific testing scenarios.
Some other techniques allow, upstream, the prioritization of components to be tested. The goal is to optimize the testing efforts distribution by targeting the most fault prone components. Boehm and Basili [20] proposed a Pareto distribution in which 80% of all defects within software are found in 20% of the modules. Ray and Mohapatra [21] rely on that Pareto distribution to address the question of components prioritization. Shihab et al. [22] explored the prioritization for unit testing phase in the context of legacy systems.
Ray and Mohapatra' approach [21] ignores the history of the software, whereas the approach of Shihab et al. [22] is not suitable for new software. Moreover, neither approach takes advantage of the large amount of information available in the public open source repositories. In [10] , we proposed the prioritization of unit test candidate classes for OO software systems. We conjectured that testers generally rely on classes' characteristics captured by source code metrics, in order to select the components to test. Thus, we proposed an approach that takes advantage of different software testers experiences and software class attributes, in order to prioritize classes (candidates) to be tested. With the same systems, the same software metrics, more learning algorithms and LOSOV technique, the current study focusses on the systems dataset affinities and the effect of merged training datasets on learner prediction performances. The longterm objective is to build a collaborative IDE plugin, based on tests information history and some specific metrics that support the tests prioritization decisions with suitable machine learning techniques.
III. SOFTWARE METRICS
We present, in this section, the OO source code metrics we selected for the empirical study. These metrics have received considerable attention from researchers and are also being increasingly adopted by practitioners as testability [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 23] , maintainability [24] [25] [26] , and fault proneness [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] indicators. These metrics have been computed using Borland Together IDE (http://www.borland.com). We also included the well-known source lines of code metric.
• Coupling Between Objects: The CBO metric counts for a given class, the number of other classes to which it is coupled and vice versa.
• Weighted Methods per Class: The WMC metric gives the sum of the complexities of the methods of a given class, where each method is weighted by its cyclomatic complexity [27] . Only methods specified in the class are considered.
• Lines Of Code per class: The LOC metric counts for a given class its number of source lines of code.
IV. DATA COLLECTION
A. Data collection procedure The selected systems have been developed by different teams in Java language and tested using the JUnit framework. JUnit (http://www.junit.org/) is a simple framework for writing and running automated unit tests for Java classes. A typical usage of JUnit is to test each class C s of the software by means of a dedicated test class C t . To actually test a class C s , we need to execute its test class C t by calling JUnit's test runner tool. JUnit will report how many of the test methods in C t succeeded, and how many failed.
We used the prefix/suffix linking approach, as other authors [4, 23, [32] [33] , to match each software class to its JUnit test class (es). Indeed, developers usually name the JUnit dedicated test classes by prefixing or suffixing the name of software class under the test by "Test" or "TestCase". We assign the modality 1 to the set of tested classes and the modality 0 to the remaining classes, referred as untested classes.
B. Selected Systems
We extracted information from the repositories of 10 open source OO software systems that were developed in Java. For each system, only a subset of classes has been tested using the JUnit framework. We present in the following the selected systems, from small size to large-size systems.
• IO (https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-io/): Commons IO is a library of utilities for developing Input/Output functionalities. It is developed by Apache Software Foundation (ASF).
• MATH (http://commons.apache.org/proper/commonsmath/): Commons MATH is a library of lightweight, selfcontained mathematics and statistics.
• JODA (http://joda-time.sourceforge.net/): JODA-Time is the de facto standard library for advanced date and time in Java.
• DBU (http://dbunit.sourceforge.net/): DbUnit is a JUnit extension (also usable with Ant) used in database-driven projects that, among others, put a database into a known state between test runs. • LOG4J (http://wiki.apache.org/logging-log4j/): Log4j is a fast and flexible framework for logging applications debugging messages.
• JFC (http://www.jfree.org/jfreechart/): JFreechart is a free chart library for Java platform. • ANT (http://www.apache.org/): ANT is a Java library and command-line tool that drives processes described in build files as target.
• POI (http://poi.apache.org/): POI is a Java APIs for manipulating various file formats based upon the Office Open XML standards and Microsoft's OLE2. Table I summarizes the statistics of selected metrics of all systems. It shows that the considered systems are of different sizes. The number of lines of code varies from 7,600 lines spread over 100 software classes (IO), to more than 130,185 lines of code over 1,382 software classes (POI). Table I also suggests 4 groups of systems according to their size: (1) the small-size systems, about 100 classes (IO and MATH), (2) the medium-size systems around 200 classes (LOG4J, DBU and JODA), (3) the large-size systems, between 400 and 600 classes (LUCENE, IVY, ANT and JFC), and (4) the very large-size systems over than 1,000 software classes (POI).
C. Descriptive Statistics
The average cyclomatic complexity varies widely between systems with similar sizes. Indeed, the medium-size systems, JODA and DBU, have a quite different average of cyclomatic complexity (9.34 vs 31.18). Similar trend is observed for LUCENE and JFC systems. In the dataset, each row has a binary attribute TESTED taking modalities 1 or 0 indicating whether it is a tested class or untested class.
V. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

A. Research questions
The current study focusses on the systems' dataset affinities and the effect of mixing datasets on classifiers' performance. We tried to respond to the following research questions:
• RQ1-Can other well-known machine learning algorithms correctly predict the testers' selections? • RQ2-To what extent can we mix dataset histories of different systems to predict testers' selections for a given new system.
B. Goals
The goal of our first research question (RQ1) is to validate our previous results using other machine learning algorithms, to compare their prediction performances, and to determine whether they depend (or not) on the type or size of considered applications (affinities). In the experiment that we conducted to answer RQ1, the training datasets are composed of 1 system tests information history at the time. Thus, we could determine potential prediction affinities between different systems which could lead to introduce more affinity parameters that may be related to the systems type, or size, in order to determine the suitable kind of training dataset for a given new system. To address the second research question (RQ2), we conducted an empirical study that uses mixed training datasets from different systems, builds a classifier and tries to determine whether the datasets mixing can improve or degrade the predictions obtained in the previous experiment.
C. Classifiers and cross-system validation
We used machine learning classifiers trained on a system's test information data to provide a set of classes to be tested for other software systems. We added to the MLR and NB classifiers previously considered, the well-known K-KNN and RF algorithms to build prediction models from the datasets. KNN is an intuitive and fast algorithm that classifies observations according to their similarity. KNN is particularly suitable for pattern recognition. RF behaves well when irrelevant features are present or these features have skewed distributions. The larger the training dataset the more accurate the classifier. It makes RF particularly interesting when the training dataset is a combined information of different systems.
1) Cross System Validation
In the CSV technique, datasets collected from each of the 10 systems are used in turn as training set and the derived classifiers are cross-validated on each of the 9 remaining systems. In such approach, training dataset may be small depending on the considered system, hence the usefulness of NB classifiers which can perform on small datasets. Table II presents the performances of models derived from MLR, NB, KNN and RF classifiers. In each table, the cell(i,j) shows the accuracy (1-error) of the 4 classifiers built from training dataset of the system on row i, and tested on the dataset of the system on column j. The diagonal cells (k, k) hold the adjustment (1 -optimistic error) of classifiers on the dataset of system k. We considered the models with accuracy values greater than 0.70 (error < 0.30) as good classifiers. In Table II , systems are sorted from the smallest one to the largest one in terms of number of classes.
The results show that the very small-size systems (MATH and IO) form bad training datasets and are not well predicted. All non-adjustment prediction rates related to both of the systems are smaller than 70%. Three reasons may explain these results:
• The small size of the systems. IO (with 100 classes) and MATH (with 125 classes) are the smallest systems in our datasets. The dataset they form may not be large enough to build good classifiers.
• The use of very specific criteria when selecting classes to be tested leading to over-fitting problems. This hypothesis is supported by the optimistic prediction rates observed on both systems' diagonal cells.
• The lack of a unit test strategy in small-size systems. With limited software classes, the testers could cover a higher percent of classes without any strategy. Thus, the poor rules selection makes irrelevant the information captured by software metrics. Candidate classes become unpredictable. The medium-size systems (DBU JODA and LOG4J) results are mitigated. LR and NB models based on JODA training set well predicted all the larger systems except JFC. JODA's testers may use common criteria that are also used when testing larger systems, while DBU testers seem to use a particular strategy. As a consequence, we obtained the same performances as for the small-size systems. The same previous reason may explain DBU's results. LOG4J results are similar to large-size systems.
The LOG4J system, the large-size and the very largesize systems form good training sets and are well predicted by classifiers trained on their datasets. The results may be explained by the adoption of an effective tests prioritization strategy by testers in order to target the critical classes. Indeed, in large-size systems, testers may adopt an effective strategy to carefully select the software classes to be tested. The adopted strategy may suggest large, complex and highly coupled classes as unit test candidates. Complexity and coupling attributes are captured by the LOC, WMC and CBO metrics. This may explain why the associated systems are well predicted and form good training datasets.
JFC, ANT and IVY are of standalone type systems while remaining systems are libraries. The results suggest no affinity based on the application type. This is supported by the fact that many libraries are not well predicted by other libraries datasets. The good predictions obtained between standalone apps seem to be related to their size affinity.
The cross-validation results, especially for the medium, large and very large-size systems, show that it is possible, based on only a combination of metrics, to construct classifier models from existing software datasets that automatically suggest, for another software system, a set of classes to be tested. It also indicates that small systems are unpredictable and do not form good training datasets. Furthermore, the most obvious affinity between systems is related to their size. The larger the systems, the better the training datasets and the prediction levels of learners.
2) Leave One System Out Validation
In Leave One System Out Validation (LOSOV) technique, each system will be used in turn as testing dataset to validate the classifiers derived from the training dataset formed by the 9 remaining systems. This approach uses large training datasets and combines different selection criteria if they exist. However, if one of the systems' testers randomly selects classes to be tested, it may impact the whole training dataset quality depending on that system size.
Table III presents the accuracy rates of the classifiers for LOSOV. The results confirm those obtained using the CSV and show that each of medium, large and very large size systems are well predicted by classifiers trained on merged dataset of 9 remaining systems. The best accuracy rates vary from 70.1% to 93.2%.
Some classifiers failed to correctly predict some systems: NB on JFC system, KNN on POI system and RF on POI system. The POI data test prediction results may be explained by its size. Indeed, leaving POI out from training datasets during the LOSOV may drastically reduce the training dataset (POI represents 30.7% of classes and 30.5% of tested classes). The small-size systems are not well predicted since all classifiers' prediction rates are smaller than 70%. This result suggests that their testers used very specific criteria or uncaptured (by metrics) criteria, or may be no criteria during the selection candidate classes. This result is plausible for small systems, since testers could test all classes, they also may not need any particular strategy.
Compared with CSV results, LOSOV slightly improve and degrade the prediction levels in several cases. However, LOSOV takes advantage of being usable in real conditions, in the context of a collaborative tool that supports unit tests prioritization when different information history (metrics and tests data) are provided by different teams of developers.
VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY
The study we presented in this paper was performed on 10 open-source systems containing almost a half million lines of code (453K). The sample is large enough to allow obtaining significant results, but the measuring methods and approaches have limitations that can restrict the generalization of certain conclusions.
The external validity threats are mainly related to the application domain of considered systems. Indeed, some analyzed systems are mathematical algorithms libraries (IO), while other systems have more complex architectures and involve many OO-technology specific artifacts such as inheritance and polymorphism (JFC). Hence, when a learning algorithm is trained on some types of systems, it could be well-adjusted when tested on the datasets of similar domain systems and not able to suggest good candidate classes for other types and domain systems.
The data we collected does not provide any information on tested classes selection criteria. It may be that, for some systems, tested classes were randomly selected particularly for the small size systems.
The main threat of construct validity lies in the technique we used to match JUnit test classes to software classes during the tested classes identification. Indeed, the remaining unpaired software classes that are tested by transitive method invocations are ignored by our approach.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Ten open source (Java) software systems have been analyzed in this study and totalize more than 4400 software classes. The testers of each system developed dedicated unit test classes for a subset of classes using the JUnit Framework. In our previous investigations, we explored the possibility of explaining and reusing the selection criteria for different systems through three experiments using three source code metrics.
This study extends our previous work by including the KNN and RF classifiers to the MLR and NB classifiers. In addition to the CSV, we used LOSOV validation technique, which merges training sets from different systems. 
